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Time was like water….but I was the sea….And now the dark air is like fire on my skin 
And even the moonlight is blinding…. 

Townes van Zandt, the Rake 
 

Embedded in each cultural construction there is a forlorn hope: a hope that the imposition of 
systems will make meaning, or lead to change, to order, …. but order is cosmically speaking, a 
symptom of decay.  Curation, a gesture of assemblage, is an attempt to construct an argument 
from different languages.  It is a way of making a case for a truth, but truth is unstable…it is 
subject to context, and shows up differently in different lights.  
 
Each object we touch has the potential to function as a time machine. It is a translation device 
that makes a bridge between the experience of the host (artist) and guest (viewer). Each of us is 
the carrier of a unique distillation of our collective historical experience(s). We are all carriers of 
the same virus, but it isn’t (only) language, as Derrida famously said…it is also history.  
 
The artists in this show explore the collision of personal and political, social and spiritual 
systems, regimes of capitalism and desire. They speak from across the globe in a cacophony of 
media.  Where do their narratives converge? Each in their own way attempts to think the 
unthinkable:  a future that is unimaginably alien, a present tense that is mysterious and 
unknowable, or heal a past full of wounds and loss.  What does it mean for the world as we 
know it to come to an end? And doesn’t that take place, in ways large and small, for all of us, 
every day?  
There is a saying: Kali, the Hindu goddess of change, is terrifying to those that fear her, but 
beautiful to those who embrace her.  
Please join us as we try and hold a thought in our memory for the brief moment it takes to share 
it, before it shifts, and fades, before it is no longer true, before the summer falls away and falls 
apart. All that remains to us is now—-which does not in fact remain at all.  
 
Abigail Simon    July 2016 
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ESTHER BOESCHE  

Breaking Glass 
 
The title breaking glass is based on a German expression, 
that dates back to the 1600’s, comparing the fragility of 
human luck was to the fragility of glass. Somebody 
“breaking too much glass” means being a trouble-maker: 
interrupting everybody else's peace or illusion. As a child, 
people would say to me "you are breaking too much 
glass", or "don’t break too much glass.” 
These images are about the relationship between myself 
and my upbringing in Germany. They examine the 
influences of cultural conditioning as well as the 
specific, family conditioning I received through my parents, 
who were (of course) also conditioned themselves. 
Household objects play an important role, as most of our 
family life was spent much more in the kitchen or doing 
other  house work. These  objects, (the tulips, the coffee 
cup, the iron) are related to strong German rituals of daily 
life, as I experienced it in my childhood.  
BREAKING GLASS  is a way to make peace with my past, 
and to come to a deeper understanding of the emotions 
and conditioning I experienced in order to let go.  

 
 
ANTHONY HAMBOUSSI 
a swimming pool at Safari, an abandoned hotel resort, on the Taba-Nuweiba coastline in 

Egypt, 2016. 
This photograph is from 
a series of studies of 
abandoned hotel resorts 
along the coastline of 
the Sinai, 
Egypt.  Arising from a 
lack of tourism and 
terrorism in the wake of 
Egypt’s 2011 revolution, 
the images highlight the 
waste and decadence 
of a shortsighted 
vacation industry whose 
business was 
conducted upon the 
erasure of the local 
indigenous population 
(Bedouins).  This work 
is part of a larger series 

which considers the ethical and environmental ramifications of native and indigenous 
displacement throughout the world.     
 



 

 

 
IZABELA JURCEWICZ 

Interrupted/Ongoing 
 
In my work I examine issues of 
material impermanence. I look at 
the fluctuation of particles that 
happens as materials transform 
from one state into another. The 
role of integration, destruction, 
decay and mortality in these 
changes raises the question: can 
we look at these processes of 
translation as constituting a kind of 
life, even in regards to our own 
materiality/mortality? In my project 
‘Interrupted / Ongoing’ I lived for 
over a year inside an organic 
installation in the form of garden 

which I constructed inside the room I rented in midtown Manhattan. I made self portraits in 
relation the accumulating, blooming and ultimately decaying organic matter around me. The 
impulse for this work is in the memory of a traumatic body experience and its impact on the 
physical and mental state of myself today, as I continue searching for alternative healing 
methods to cope with the pain and stress that accompany illness. 
 
RANIA KHALIL 

Palestinian Wildlife Series 
Media:  Video. Expanded cinema/ moving image series. Languages: Arabic & English   
Length: 22 min loop 
 
Using footage from a nature program on African Wildlife, recorded from a television set in 
Jerusalem, Palestinian Wildlife Series uses this act of appropriation to reflect on issues of 
mediation, displacement, erasure and representation in relation to its subject.  



 

 

 
 
WAYNE LIU 
Habit is the ballast that chains the dog to his vomit 
 
Revisitations of a room, and of objects that remain, in the space 
between dust gathering up to plaster ceilings and rain water 
leaking down brick crevices, between world and image, between 
English gardens and the Duke's Chinoiserie.  
An excavation of dirt on photographs on piles of dirt, an 
enmeshment of hi-res print heads and the discoloration of intent.  
 
A song of the gut and the brain. Warden becomes prisoner, 
acquisition converges with loss. 
 
 
 

TAMALYN MILLER 
PERFORMANCE on August 3 at 7:00 PM 
 
The hand-made horsehair fiddle I play has an ancient lineage. A monochord, lacking frets and 
other refinements, it cannot or will not be completely tamed. Such proto fiddles have been used 
for thousands of years to induce trance and for healing and I aim to carry forward some of this 
history. I blend residues of ancient systems with contemporary perspectives and forms. The 
archaic and ritualistic reverberate with the modern and the mundane.  
My work hovers at junctures: the threshold that separates a medicinal dose from a lethal one, 
for example, or the recognition of beauty within poison. 
 
 
THERESA ORTOLANI 

[DE]COMPOS[ED]  
 
 
When we deal with [Things] by using them and manipulating 
them, this activity is not a blind one; it has its own kind of sight, 
by which our manipulation is guided from– Heidegger, Being and 
Time  

[DE]COMPOS[ED] explores the systems and boundaries 
between binaries (text/image, conscious/unconscious, 
corporeal/spiritual) and focuses on the points at which 
these constructs converge, invert and decompose. These 
primarily lens-based images were crafted via various 
techniques: masking, piercing, sewing, drawing, digital 
imaging, and printed in multiple layers. The original 
images vary in size, medium and technique. The final 
pieces were then reproduced, printed on Hahnemuhle 
Photo Rag and also included in a handmade, limited 
edition 7 x 7", 50 plate artist book.  

 
 



 

 

 
ABIGAIL SIMON 

This Is What It Looks Like If An Asteroid Hits The Earth 
The most beautiful world 

is like a heap of rubble 
tossed down in confusion. 

 — Heraclitus 
 

Humanity is, at the same time — through industry, 
which uses energy for the development of the forces of 

production — both a multiple opening of the possibilities 
of growth, and the infinite facility for burn off in pure loss. 

 — Georges Bataille 
 
We are constantly building monuments to memory which we construct out of significant objects. 
This is a provocation to the concept of time: narrative itself is a gesture to stop its flow, to arrest 
the irresistible tides of forgetting and loss and contradict the exceptionality of individual moment 
and experience. We struggle with the terms of description endlessly, but as we pause to catch 
our breath, we notice the obvious: everything we want to say has been said. Everything that can 
be claimed as describable has already been mentioned, cataloged, metonymized.  This is not 
bad news, this is not a sign of decay. In fact, seen from certain angles.  it is the only thing that is 
not a sign of decay. Even my artist statement is recycled. This does not make it redundant, only 
networked, resonant, shareable.  
 
Even this statement is recycled….  
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
HANNA SOLIN 

Family Relations 
"because	  you	  are	  continually	  committing	  	  

	  nuisances	  but	  more	  	  
	  especially	  in	  your	  own	  house"	  

	  
  
In considering the nature of Family Relations, these few lines from the poem Humanity I Love 
You by E.E. Cummings come to mind. There is also the residue of formative life, fluctuations in 
relationship, and an accumulation of experience. 
The objects shown are pieces from my mother's wedding china. They had rarely graced our 
table during the course of my childhood. After she passed away in 2013, I shipped them back to 
New York and more recently began a set of studies, which has evolved into a play of 
relationships, in simple and more complex forms and meanings. Take it apart and put it back 
together. 
 Family Relations is an in-progress series, from the ongoing body of work titled The Rainy 
Season, concerned with the fragmentation of memory, time, and family relationships...how we 
explain our histories, stories, ourselves to ourselves, and to others. 
	  
ANDREW	  SPANO	  
Performance/	  August	  3	  2016	  8	  PM	  
	  
Art is the ultimate revolutionary act. All ideologies begin as aesthetic, as iconography, as 
crosses and swastikas. These icons become so threatening, that states ban certain images 
under the penalty of death. Art is at the juncture of every extinction and renaissance. Civilization 
depends on art for survival. When art vanishes from it, it collapses. There is no ethics without 
art. If an ethical idea is not aesthetic, it always leads to the destruction of freedom. As 
philosopher Theodore Adorno says, the artist, the transmitter, does not create art. It is created 
by its audience, the receiver. The audience determines the aesthetic, material, subject. If it did 
not, art would be unintelligible, unrecognizable. It is the will, desire, and aspiration of each 
person to total ownership of the self. But the art itself cannot be owned, even by the artist. When 
we believe that art is owned, we lose ownership of ourselves, trading it for the illusion of 
possession. This illusion is generated by banks, education, religion, government, and most of 
all, media. My purpose as an artist is to manipulate and control media and the prevailing social 
discourse, while reaching for the sublime. 



 

 

	  
	  
STEPHEN	  SPERA	  

Spirit Radio 
The images in my recent work are created using tintype and related antique photographic 
portraits. These are placed into many ( sometimes hundreds ) of  layers in computer, and 
completely new beings are created from this process of blending. The new 'spirits' created have 
never been seen - not even by myself. These new images are transferred to wood and metal 
and glass The heat used in transfer causes many changes, and the aleatory aspect of the work 
becomes prominent. 
For the current installation, many variations of the “spirit beings” manifest on transparent 
plexiglass. I have also constructed a “spirit radio” . Spirit radios are based on the first quartz 
crystal models, and scan frequencies in the AM band, producing many ghostly characteristics, 
from phantom voices to bizarre sounds. These were believed by many, including their inventor, 
Nicola Tesla, to be from other dimensions, other planets, and other realities. Tesla imagined 
some to be “voices of the dead” and many spiritualists active throughout America in the early 
part of the twentieth century believe the same.  
 
 
 
MARINA ZURKOW 
Empty Set 
 
 
Our polyunivocal issues are scalar. 
Even infants have to-do lists.  
The energy of lost sun-days fuels manufacture. 
Manufacture fuels the mishap. 
The mishap fuels the costume. 
The costume fuels the list. 
The list fuels the list. 


